ASSIGNMENT I
Master of Arts in History (MAHI)

Course Code: MHI-01

Semester-1st
SESSION: 2020-2021

SUBMISSION DATES FOR ASSIGNMENTS
S.N.

Course

Name of the Course

Assignments

Code
1

MHI-01

Ancient and medieval
societies

Last date of
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I & II
28 February 2021

Please read the instructions carefully before attempting assignment questions.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOING ASSIGNMENTS
Dear Learner,

You are required to submit your assignment response within the stipulated time in
order to become eligible to appear in the term-end examination. The assignments will
be evaluated by the counsellors at your Study Centre. Please submit your assignment
response to the Coordinator of your Study Centre. For a 4 credit course, there is one
Assignment and for 6/8 credit course, there must be minimum 02(two) Assignment.
Purpose of Assignments
Assignments are part of the continuous evaluation process in Open and Distance
Learning (ODL) system. Due weightage is given to the marks/grades you obtain in
assignments. This will help you for better performance in the term-end examination.
If you secure good grades/marks in assignments, your overall performance will
improve.
Assignments are also a part of the teaching-learning process in the ODL system.
Your assignment, after evaluation, will be returned back to you with specific and
general comments by the evaluator. This will help you to know your strength as
well as your weakness. Thus, it will establish two-way communication between
learner and evaluator.
How to write Assignments
Please read the instructions for writing the response of an assignment before you start
writing your answer.
Write your name, program code, the course title, enrolment no. and study centre
name with code in the top sheet of the assignment answer booklet. The format is
given below.
PROGRAMME TITLE:
_____________________________________________________
ENROLMENT NO: _________________________ NAME:
________________________
COURSE CODE: ________________ COURSE TITLE:
__________________________

ASSIGNMENT CODE: ____________ STUDY CENTRE:
_________________________ DATE: ___________________ SIGNATURE:
___________________________________

Before attempting the assignments, please go through the course materials
carefully, understand the same and write answers in your own language and style.
Write the answers in your own handwriting. Give sufficient margin in the left
side of each page so that the evaluator will give comments on each paragraph/page.
Your handwriting should be neat and readable.
Weightage for each assignments:
For courses without having Practical

Each Theory Assignment will carry 25% weightage and term-end examination will
carry 75% weightage.
Each assignment will be of 100 marks. But it will carry 25% weightage.
You have to score minimum passing marks i.e.40% or P (Pass) Grade in 10-point
scale for each assignment. In case you do not submit the assignment or get fail mark
in the assignment you have to re-submit in the next year.
For Courses having Practical

Each Theory Assignment will carry 15% weightage and each Practical Assignment
will carry 10% weightage and term-end examination will carry 75% weightage.

Assignment 01l

Course title Ancient and medieval societies (ପ୍ରାଚୀନ ଓ ମଧ୍ୟବର୍ତ୍ତୀ ସମାଜ)

Course code-MHI01
Part -1
Q.1

Q.2

Group-A
Answer within one word or one sentences each.
ଗ ୋଟିଏ ଶବ୍ଦ ବୋ ବୋକ୍ୟଗେ ଉତ୍ତେ ଦିଅ ।
a)
Who are Australopithecines ?
ଅଷ୍ଟ୍ରଲ ୋପିଥୋସିଆନ୍ ମୋଲେ କିଏ ?
b)
What is Archaeology ?
ପ୍ରତ୍ନତତ୍ତ୍ୱ େ ଅର୍ଥ କ୍ଣ ?
c)
What is Pastoralism ?
ଗେଗଟୋେୋଲିଜମ୍ େ ଅର୍ଥ କ୍ଣ ?
d)
Who was Picasso ?
େିକ୍ୋଗ ୋ କ୍ିଏ ?
e)
What was cataract ?
କ୍ୋଟୋଗେକ୍ଟ େ ଅର୍ଥ କ୍ଣ ?
f)
What was Memphis ?
ଗେମ୍ଫିସ୍ କ୍ଣ ଥିଲୋ ?
g)
What was sarcophagus ?
ୋଗକ୍ଥୋଫୋ ସ୍ େୋଗେ କ୍ଣ ?
h)
Which race is a Persian belong to ?
ଗକ୍ଉଁ ଜୋତି େୋେ ୟ ଅନ୍ତ ଥତ ଅଟନ୍ତି ?
i)
Who was Abu Bakr ?
ଆବୁ ଗବକ୍ର୍ କ୍ିଏ ଥିଗଲ ?
j)
Who was the first female Pharaoh ?
ପ୍ରର୍େ େୋେୀ ଫୋଗେୋ କ୍ିଏ ଥିଗଲ ?
Group -B
Enumerate the following each within 100 words.
100ଟି ଶବ୍ଦଗେ ଏ ୁଡକ୍
ି େ ବୟୋଖ୍ୟୋ କ୍େ ।
a)
Mesopotamia Uruk period
ଗେଗ ୋେଟୋେିଆ େ ଉେୁକ୍ େୟ
b)
Comitia Curiata
କ୍େିଟଆ
ି କ୍ୁ ୟେିଏଟୋ
c)
lliad and Odyssey
ଇଲିୟୋଡ ଓ ଓଗଡଶୀ
d)
Confucianism
କ୍େଫୁ ୟ
ି ବୋଦ

1x10=10

5x4=20

Q.3

Q.4

Group-C
Discuss the following each within 200 words.
200ଟି ଶବ୍ଦଗେ ଏ ୁଡକ୍
ି େ ଆଗଲୋଚେୋ କ୍େ ।
a)
Aztec Civilization
ଆଜଗଟକ୍ ଭ୍ୟତୋ
b)
The bride wealth (South Africa)
ବଧୁ ମ୍ପତ୍ତି ବୋ ଦି ବ୍ରୋଇଡ୍ ଗେଲଥ୍ (ଦକ୍ଷିଣ ଆଫ୍ରି କ୍ୋ)
c)
Mongol Empire
େଗଗୋଲ ୋମ୍ରୋଜୟ
d)
Army of the Roman Empire
ଗେୋମ୍ ୋମ୍ରୋଜୟେ ଗ େୋ ବୋହିେୀ

10x4=40

Group –D
Answer the following questions within 300 words each.
15x2=30
300 ଶବ୍ଦଗେ ପ୍ରଗତୟକ୍ ପ୍ରଶନେ ଉତ୍ତେ ଦିଅ ।
a)
How Mecca came under the control of Prophet Muhammad explain ?
େକ୍କୋ ପ୍ରଗଫଟ୍ େହମ୍ମଦଙ୍କ େିୟନ୍ତ୍ରଣକ୍ୁ କ୍ିେେି ଆ ଲ
ି ୋ ବର୍ଣ୍ଥେୋ କ୍େ ?
b)
Is Harappan irrigation system different from Mesopotamians ? If yes, how ?
ହେପ୍ପୋ ଓ ଗେଗ ୋେଟୋେିଆେ ଜଳଗ ଚେ ପ୍ରଣୋଳୀ େୋେ ଥିଲୋ କ୍ି ? ଯଦି ହଁ, କ୍ିେେି ?
-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-

Assignment -2
Course title - Ancient and medieval societies (ପ୍ରାଚୀନ ଓ ମଧ୍ୟବର୍ତ୍ତୀ ସମାଜ)
Course code - MHI 01 Part 2
Q.1

Q.2

Group – A
Answer within one word or one sentences each.
ପ୍ରଗତୟକ୍ ପ୍ରଶନେ ଗ ୋଟିଏ େଦ ବୋ ବୋକ୍ୟଗେ ଉତ୍ତେ ଦିଅ ।
a)
Who was Montesquieu ?
େଗେସ୍କ୍ୁୟ କ୍ିଏ ଥିଗଲ ?
b)
What was vendo mois society ?
ଗଭ୍ଗଡୋ ଗେୋଇସ୍ େୋଜେ ଅର୍ଥ କ୍ଣ ?
c)
What was Grist ?
ଗ୍ରିଟ କ୍ଣ ଥିଲୋ ?
d)
What was Qafila ?
କ୍ୋଫି ଲୋ େୋଗେ କ୍ଣ ?
e)
Who was Copernicus ?
ଗକ୍ୋେେେିକ୍ସ୍ କ୍ିଏ ଥିଗଲ ?
f)
Who was Galileo ?
ୋଲିଲିଓ କ୍ିଏ ଥିଗଲ ?
g)
What is Baptism ?
ବୋେିଟଜମ୍ େ ଅର୍ଥ କ୍ଣ ?
h)
What is Humanism ?
େୋେବବୋଦ େ ଅର୍ଥ କ୍ଣ ?
i)
What was Patriciate ?
େୋଟ୍ରି ଏ
ି ଟ୍ ବୋ ମ୍ଭ୍ରୋନ୍ତବୋଦ୍ େ ଅର୍ଥ କ୍ଣ ?
j)
What was Sacrament ?
ଗ କ୍ରୋଗେେ ( ଂସ୍କ୍ୋେ) େ ଅର୍ଥ କ୍ଣ ?
Group – B
Enumerate the following each within 100 words.
ପ୍ରଗତୟକ୍ ପ୍ରଶନେ 100ଟି େଦଗେ ଉତ୍ତେ ଦିଅ ।
a)
Personnel of trade
ବୋଣିଜୟେ ଉଚ୍ଚେଦୋଧିକ୍ୋେୀ
b)
Feudalism
ୋେନ୍ତବୋଦ
c)
Urbanisation

1x10=10

5x4=20

d)

Q.3

Q.4

ହେୀକ୍େଣ
Feudal revolution
ୋେନ୍ତ ବିଗରୋହ

Group - C
Discuss the following each within 200 words.
10x4=40
ପ୍ରଗତୟକ୍ ପ୍ରଶନେ 200ଟି େଦଗେ ଉତ୍ତେ ଦିଅ ।
a)
Explain Magisterial Reformation.
ବିଚୋେେତି େବନ୍ଧୀୟ ଂସ୍କ୍ୋେ
b)
Vesalias role in development of modern anatomy.
ଆଧୁେକ୍
ି ଶେୀେ ଠେ ବିଜ୍ଞୋେଗେ ଗଭ୍ ୋଲିୟ ଙ୍କ ଭ୍ୂେିକ୍ୋ
c)
Plague and other diseases affect the population of Medieval Europe, how ?
େଧ୍ୟବତ୍ତଥୀ ୟୁ ଗେୋେ େ ଜେ ଂଖ୍ୟୋକ୍ୁ ଗେେ ଓ ଅେୟୋେୟ ଗେୋ ପ୍ରଭ୍ୋବିତ କ୍େିଥିଲୋ, ଗକ୍େିତ ି ?
d)
Portuguese impact on Indian overseas trade, explain.
ଭ୍ୋେତୀୟ ବହିବୋଣିଜୟଗେ େତ୍ତଥୁ ୋଲ େ ପ୍ରଭ୍ୋବ ବର୍ଣ୍ଥେୋ କ୍େ ।
Group – D
Answer the following questions within 300 words each.
ପ୍ରଗତୟକ୍ ପ୍ରଶନେ ଉତ୍ତେ 300ଟି େଦଗେ ଦିଅ ।
a)
Modern World, explain ?
ଆଧୁେକ୍
ି େୃଥିବୀ, ବର୍ଣ୍ଥେୋ କ୍େ ?
b)
Short notes on (କ୍ଷୁର ବିବେଣୀ)
i)
Putting out system
େୁଟଗ
ି ଆଉଟ୍ ବୟବସ୍ଥୋ
ii)
Working conditions of Crafts man
କ୍ୋେୀ େ େୋେଙ୍କ କ୍ୋଯଥୟେତ ଅବସ୍ଥୋ

-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-

3x10=30

ASSIGNMENT I
Master of Arts in History (MAHI)

Course Code: MHI-02

Semester-1st
SESSION: 2020-2021
SUBMISSION DATES FOR ASSIGNMENTS
S.N.

Course

Name of the Course
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Code
1

MHI-02

Modern world

I & II

Last date of
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28 february 2021

Please read the instructions carefully before attempting assignment questions.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOING ASSIGNMENTS
Dear Learner,

You are required to submit your assignment response within the stipulated time in
order to become eligible to appear in the term-end examination. The assignments will
be evaluated by the counsellors at your Study Centre. Please submit your assignment
response to the Coordinator of your Study Centre. For a 4 credit course, there is one
Assignment and for 6/8 credit course, there must be minimum 02(two) Assignment.
Purpose of Assignments
Assignments are part of the continuous evaluation process in Open and Distance
Learning (ODL) system. Due weightage is given to the marks/grades you obtain in
assignments. This will help you for better performance in the term-end examination.
If you secure good grades/marks in assignments, your overall performance will
improve.
Assignments are also a part of the teaching-learning process in the ODL system.
Your assignment, after evaluation, will be returned back to you with specific and
general comments by the evaluator. This will help you to know your strength as
well as your weakness. Thus, it will establish two-way communication between
learner and evaluator.
How to write Assignments
Please read the instructions for writing the response of an assignment before you start
writing your answer.
Write your name, program code, the course title, enrolment no. and study centre
name with code in the top sheet of the assignment answer booklet. The format is
given below.
PROGRAMME TITLE:
_____________________________________________________
ENROLMENT NO: _________________________ NAME:
________________________
COURSE CODE: ________________ COURSE TITLE:
__________________________

ASSIGNMENT CODE: ____________ STUDY CENTRE:
_________________________ DATE: ___________________ SIGNATURE:
___________________________________

Before attempting the assignments, please go through the course materials
carefully, understand the same and write answers in your own language and style.
Write the answers in your own handwriting. Give sufficient margin in the left
side of each page so that the evaluator will give comments on each paragraph/page.
Your handwriting should be neat and readable.
Weightage for each assignments:
For courses without having Practical

Each Theory Assignment will carry 25% weightage and term-end examination will
carry 75% weightage.
Each assignment will be of 100 marks. But it will carry 25% weightage.
You have to score minimum passing marks i.e.40% or P (Pass) Grade in 10-point
scale for each assignment. In case you do not submit the assignment or get fail mark
in the assignment you have to re-submit in the next year.
For Courses having Practical

Each Theory Assignment will carry 15% weightage and each Practical Assignment
will carry 10% weightage and term-end examination will carry 75% weightage.
Each assignment will be of 100 marks. But it will carry 25% weightage.
You have to score the minimum passing marks i.e. 40% in each assignment. In case
you don not submit the assignment or get fail marks, you will have to re-submit the
assignment next year.

Assignment - 1
Course title – Modern World (ଆଧୁନକ
ି ପୃଥିବୀ)
Course code – MHI 02
Q.1

Q.2

Group-A
Answer with in one word or one sentences each.
େଗାଟିଏ ପଦ ବା ବାକ୍ୟେର ଉ�ର ଦିଅ ।
a)
Renaissance
ନବଜାଗରଣ
b)
Pagan
ବୁ ତପର� (ପାଗନ)
c)
Karl Marx
କାଲର୍ ମାକର୍ସ
d)
Rousseau
ଋେଷା
e)
Capitalism
ପୁ�ିବାଦ
f)
Globalization
ଜଗତୀକରଣ
g)
Bismark
ବିସମାକର୍
h)
Mercantalism
ବଣିକବାଦ
i)
Adam Smith
ଆଡାମ୍ �ିଥ୍
j)
Income per capita
ମୁ�ପିଛା ଆୟ
Group-B
Enumerate the following each within 100 words.
�େତ୍ୟକ ପଦର ଉ�ର 100ଟି ପଦେର ଦିଅ ।
a)
What was the basis of Enlightenment ?
�ାେନାଦୟର ଭି�ି କ’ଣ ?
b)
Planned economy
େଯାଜନାବ� ଅଥର୍ନୀତି
c)
Bureaucratization
ଅମଳାଗିରୀକରଣ
d)
Diversity
ବିଭିଦତା

1x10=10

5x4=20

Q.3

Q.4

Group-C
Discuss the following each within 200 words.
10x4=20
�େତ୍ୟକ �ଶ�ର ଉ�ର 200ଟି ପଦେର ଦିଅ ।
a)
Write down the Gandhi an perspectives on the state.
ରାଜ୍ୟ/େଦଶ ଗୁଡ଼କ
ି ଉପେର ଗା�ୀ� ଆଦଶର୍ ପରିେ��ଣ ବ�ର୍ନା କର ?
b)
Capitalist Entrepreneur.
ପୁ�ିପତି ଉେଦ୍ୟା�ା
c)
Social industrialization is different from capitalist industrialization. How ?
ସାମାଜିକ ଉେଦ୍ୟାଗିକରଣ ପୁ�ିପତି ଉେଦ୍ୟାଗିକରଣ ଠାରୁ କିଭଳି ଅଲଗା ?
d)
Explains Decolonization. Mention different theoretical models to understand
it .
ଉପନିେବଶବାଦ ର ପତନ କ’ଣ ବ�ର୍ନା କର ଓ ଏହାକୁ ବୁ ଝବ
ି ା ପାଇଁ ବିଭି� ତା�ିକ ରୀତି ବିଷୟେର
ବ�ର୍ନା କର ।
Group-D
Answer the following questions within 300 words each.
15x2=30
�େତ୍ୟକ �ଶ�ର ଉ�ର 300ଟି ପଦେର ଦିଅ ।
a)
Bourgeois culture different from aristocratic culture. How ?
ମଧ୍ୟବି� ସ�ଦାୟର ସଂ�ୃତ ି ସ�ା� ସ�ଦାୟର ସଂ�ୃତ ି ଠାରୁ କିଭଳି ଅଲଗା ?
b)
Compare the strategies of development adopted by India and China.
ଭାରତ ଓ ଚୀନ ବିକାଶ ପାଇଁ େଯଉଁ େକୗଶଳ �ହଣ କରିଥିେଲ ତୁ ଳନା କର ।
-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-

Assighnment-2
ି ପୃଥିବୀ)
Course title – Modern World (ଆଧୁନକ
Course code – MHI-02
Q.1

Q.2

Q.3

Part –A
Answer with in one word or one sentences each.
େଗାଟିଏ ପଦ ବା ବାକ୍ୟେର ଉ�ର ଦିଅ ।
a)
Who was the founder of Young Italy ?
ଯୁବ ଉଟାଲୀର �ତି�ାତା କିଏ ?
b)
Deterrence
ଡିେଟେରନସ୍ (ନିବାରଣ)
c)
WMD
ଡବ�୍ୟ.ଏମ୍.ଡ଼ି
.
�
d)
Decolonization
ଉପନିେବଶବାଦ୍ ର ପତନ (ଡିକେଲାନାଇେଜସନ୍)
e)
Vienna congress (1814-1815)
ଭିଏନା କଂେ�ସ (1814-1815)
f)
Whig -Republicans
ୱିଗ-ସାଧାରଣତ�
g)
NWFP of Pakistan
ପାକି�ାନର ଏନ୍.ଡବ�୍ୟ.ଏଫ୍.ପି
.
�
h)
Guerrilla war
ଗରିଲା ଯୁ�
i)
Mujahedeen
ମୁଜାହି�ନ
ି
j)
Ecology
ପଯର୍୍ୟାବରଣ
Part –B
Enumerate the following each within 100 words .5x4=20
�େତ୍ୟକ �ଶ�ର ଉ�ର 100ଟି ଶ�େର ଦିଅ ।
a)
How was Italy unified explain ?
ଇଟାଲୀର ଏକ�ୀକରଣ କିଭଳି େହାଇଥିଲା ବ�ର୍ନା କର ?
b)
What do you mean by Cold WAR ?
ଶୀତଳ ଯୁ� କହିେଲ ତୁ େମ କଣ ବୁ ଝ ?
c)
Explain 1789 Revolution.
1789 ର ବି�ବ କୁ ବ�ର୍ନା କର ?
d)
Explain Trade routes.
ବାଣିଜ୍ୟ ପଥ ବିଷୟେର ବ�ର୍ନା କର ?
Part-C
Discuss the following each within 200 words .10x4=40

1x10=10

�େତ୍ୟକ �ଶ�ର ଉ�ର 200 ପଦେର ଦିଅ ।
a)
What does unification of Germany mean ?
ଜମର୍ାନୀର ଏକ�ୀକରଣ କହିେଲ କଣ ବୁ ଝ ?
b)
Write down the causes of Second World war.
�ିତୀୟ ବି�ଯୁ� ର କାରଣ ଗୁଡ଼କ
ି ଉେ�ଖ କର ?
th
c)
During 10 century how Islam influenced the oceanic trade.
10ମ ଶତା�ୀେର ଇସଲାମ୍ େକମିତ ି ସାମୁ�ିକ ବାଣିଜ୍ୟକୁ �ଭାବିତ କରିଥିଲା ?
d)
To know the world history in a better way demographic change important?
Explain.
ପୃଥିବୀ ଇତିହାସକୁ ଉ�ମ ଭାେବ ଜାଣିବା ପାଇଁ ଜନସଂଖ୍ୟକୀୟ ପରିବ�ର୍ନର ଗୁରୁ� ଆେଲାଚନା
କର?
Q.4

Part –D
Answers the following question within 300 words each .15x2=30
�େତ୍ୟକ �ଶ�ର ଉ�ର 300 ପଦେର ଦିଅ ।
a)
Discuss the strength and weakness of non aligned movement with the
changing of world order.
ପୃଥିବୀର ପରିବ�ର୍ନଶୀଳ ବ୍ୟବ�ାେର େଗା�ୀ ନିରେପ� ଆେ�ାଳନର ସାମଥର୍୍ୟ ଓ ଦୁ ବର୍ଳତା ବିଷୟେର
ବ�ର୍ନା କର ?
b)
Modernization of consumerism is the result of Industrial Revolution. Explain
how ?
ଉପେଭା�ାବାଦ ର ଆଧୁନକ
ି ୀକରଣ େହଉଛି ଶି� ବି�ବର ଫଳ । କିଭଳି ଆେଲାଚନା କର ?
-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-

